US-UAE “PACE” Framework to Catalyze $100bn for Clean Energy Projects

This week, the UAE and US launched a new partnership to accelerate the energy transition, advance shared climate goals and strengthen global energy security. The Partnership for Accelerating Clean Energy (PACE), will catalyze $100 billion in financing and other support, in addition to deploying 100 new gigawatts of clean energy in the US, the UAE and emerging economies around the world by 2035.

President His Highness Sheikh Mohamed bin Zayed Al Nahyan and President Biden celebrated the landmark partnership in a phone call on Wednesday. The two leaders reaffirmed their shared commitment to climate action and recognized PACE as a significant catalyst to reach net zero by accelerating investment in clean energy projects, technologies and resources.

Read more about the partnership here.
Bill Gates Thanks UAE President for Polio Reduction Efforts
On the occasion of World Polio Day (October 24), philanthropist Bill Gates thanked President His Highness Sheikh Mohamed bin Zayed Al Nahyan for his support in the fight to eradicate polio.

In partnership with countries around the world, the UAE has helped reduce the global polio burden by 99.9% and prevented an estimated 20 million children from being paralyzed.

Since 2011, President His Highness Sheikh Mohamed bin Zayed Al Nahyan has committed more than $376 million to support global polio eradication efforts, which is part of his commitment to end preventable diseases that affect the world’s poorest and most vulnerable communities.
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**From the Feed**

@MohamedBinZayed

Building on our close strategic ties with the United States, I was delighted to witness the launch of the Partnership for Accelerating Clean Energy which aims to ensure energy security, support climate action, and drive sustainable development for our two nations and the world.
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@brett_mcgurk

At @ADIPECOfficial today in Abu Dhabi with @amoshochstein to conclude a $100B USD Partnership for Accelerating Clean Energy (PACE) with President @MohamedBinZayed and Dr. Sultan Al Jaber.
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@USAinUAE

WATCH: Special Presidential Envoy for Climate John Kerry’s message on U.S-UAE partnership on climate initiatives in the lead up to COP28 in Dubai Expo City. @ClimateEnvoy #UnitedPartners
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@BeckyCNN

“It’s historic… it’s incredible and I’m going to do my job to let the world know about this, this wonderful place,” @SHAQ was in Abu Dhabi for the pre-season @NBA games between Atlanta Hawks and Milwaukee Bucks – the first time the tournament has played games in the Gulf.
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@UAEEmbassyUS

In honor of #BreastCancerAwarenessMonth, the UAE Embassy joined the @SusanGKomen “More Than Pink Walk” to support Komen’s community of survivors and their...
families. For more than a decade, the UAE and @SusanGKomen have worked together in the fight against breast cancer.

@UAEEmbassyUS
In our newest #Majlis article, Hessa Al Shuwaihi, Head of Communications and Public Diplomacy at @UAEEmbassyUS and Munira Al Sayegh, Founder, Dirwaza Curatorial Lab reflect on our recent art exhibition and the inspiration behind it.

Read now: https://bit.ly/3sJcfVF

@UAEEmbassyUS
As #WorldSpaceWeek continues, did you know the UAE’s Moon rover, Rashid, is expected to launch next month from Florida? 🌙🚀

@UAUSAUNITED
Emirati @Astro_Alneyadi will fly to the @ISS on @SpaceX’s Crew-6 mission for @NASA, which is expected to launch in spring 2023. This will be the sixth operational astronaut mission that SpaceX flies to the ISS. #UAEUSA

This Month in History
Five years ago this month, the Louvre Abu Dhabi opened its doors to the world. Since its opening, it has quickly become a regional hub for arts, culture, education and exchange.
Today, the museum houses over 600 pieces of historical, cultural, and artistic works from around the globe. From Renaissance paintings to ancient Chinese carvings, 15th-century world maps, and contemporary art made by UAE artists, Louvre Abu Dhabi has been dubbed “the first universal museum in the Arab world.”

50 Years of US-UAE Friendship
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